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a b s t r a c t

The article presents an attempt to design the 2 W power source (PS) based on air–hydrogen fuel cells
(FCs) and water–aluminium micro-generator as a hydrogen supply (WAHMG). Experiments concern FC’s
breathing in compact arrangement and combined performance of FC + WAHMG. It turned out to be neces-
sary to build a fan into FC stack provided the rotation speed of fan depends on the FC current. The highest
power density of FC at optimal speed of air blowing was 101 mW cm−2. Electrical energy produced by FC
was about 1.2–1.8 Wh per gram of Al in micro-generator. This value depends on the total yield of hydrogen
eywords:
EM FC
ortable power source
ater–aluminum hydrogen
icro-generator

ree-breathing

in WAHMG and hydrogen losses due to purges.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Impetuous growth of the electronics market provides the high
emand for accumulators with higher energy density. This cir-
umstance has increased interest to small-scale fuel cells (FCs) as
lternative sources of the electric power. This is the reason why
great number of the leading companies and research institutes,

uch as Angstrom, DoCoMo, Hitachi Maxell, Canon, Protonex, DICP
hina, SAIT Korea, etc. [1,2], develop the FCs for portable elec-
ronics today. Basic problems are fuel accumulation and optimum
C design, cost and durability. Today, hydrogen and methanol are
ainly used as fuel for developed prototypes of portable FCs [3].

here are three applicable ways of hydrogen production on-board,
ll are based on displacement of hydrogen from water by active
edoxing chemicals; interaction of magnesium and magnesium-
ased alloys with water [4,5]; interaction of activated aluminum
nd its alloys with water [6–10]; and hydrogen from sodium

oranes in the presence of water and corresponding catalysts
11–17].

The present article gives the description of 2 W power source
PS) prototype based on solid polymer electrolyte membrane fuel

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +7 495 4859411; fax: +7 495 4859411.
E-mail addresses: 2shkolnikov@ined.ras.ru (E. Shkolnikov), vlaskin@inbox.ru
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ells (PEM FCs) and WAHMG used as a hydrogen source. Hydrogen
s produced from water reacting with aluminum. Alkalis or other
dditives for water are not used.

So, an object of our work was to develop a PS and also study
arious operating modes of its components and the PS as a whole.

A device to be developed should meet the following require-
ents:

1) the PS should be safe and easy to use;
2) the PS should be compact;
3) hydrogen production in WAHMG should be in accordance with

consumption in FC [18];
4) aluminum and water for WAHMG should be in a cheap and

easy-replaceable cartridge [19];
5) stacks of FCs should be two-cell for possibility to operate in

“free-breathing” mode [20].

. PS description

.1. PS design
The 2 W PS (Fig. 1) has been developed as cellular phone
harger for use in case when charge from electricity network is
mpossible. With small modification, such PS can be used for any
ortable device having load characteristics similar to cellular phone
ccumulators. The described type of PS includes a hydrogen micro-

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:2shkolnikov@ined.ras.ru
mailto:vlaskin@inbox.ru
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Table 1
Technical parameters of the 2 W micro-PS.

Specification Measurement unit Value

Rated power W 2
Maximum power W 3
Operating voltage V 4,6
Operating current mA 440
Energy density of water–aluminum

cartridge
Wh g−1(Al) 1.2–1.8

Average cartridge start time S 10
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the anodes. An open-to-closed portion ratio of the active anode
surface is 1:1. An overall size of internal plates and gas-diffusion
layers is 52 mm × 12 mm. The material of internal plates is titanium
too.
Fig. 1. 2 W PS for cellular phone accumulators charging.

enerator, two two-cell free-breathing FC stacks, chip controller
ith DC/DC converter/voltage stabilizer and an electromagnetic

alve.
The hydrogen generator consists of replaceable cartridge (Fig. 2)

ocated in a hermetical case. The cartridge consists of two parts: a
ater container and an activated aluminum compartment. Water is

n a special porous material. Both parts are divided by a membrane
ith adjusted porous structure. There are water-holding separators

or catching liquid water, which goes with hydrogen from the car-
ridge to FCs. Separators are located near the WAHMG output. To
harge a mobile phone, user should only insert the cartridge into
S’s case and attach the phone to power cord of PS.

When starting the WAHMG, a pressure in WAHMG + FC system
uickly increases. A large excess pressure can damage the FC; there-
ore, a safety electromagnetic valve is used to regulate pressure. The
alve provides a gas purge when the pre-defined pressure value
s exceeded. Valve also does the initial purge in the beginning of

AHMG operation. The initial purge is intended to remove air,
hich originally fills the system.

The electromagnetic valve is controlled by the controller. The
asic function of DC/DC converter is transforming the FC volt-
ge into a predetermined output voltage. All said components are
nited into a single case of a flat rectangular shape (Fig. 1). Charac-
eristics of the micro-PS are shown in Table 1.
.2. Free-breathing FC design

FC stack contains three-layer membrane electrode assembles
MEAs) and gas-diffusion layers (of 200 �m thick) available from

Fig. 2. WAHMG structure.
perating temperature ◦C 5–45
verall dimensions of PS cm × cm × cm 6.5 × 13.6 × 2.5
ass g 280

olden Energy Fuel Cell (GEFC, China [21]). A proton-conductive
embrane has a thickness of 25 �m.
Fig. 3 is a structural diagram of a two-cell stack. The two-cell

tack consists of two air–hydrogen PEM FCs with common hydro-
en chamber. The hydrogen chamber is a polymer frame having a
-shaped hydrogen flow field. A thickness of the hydrogen frame

s 2.5 mm, an overall size is 58 mm × 24 mm. Hydrogen is supplied
nto the chamber by means of the unions of 1.6 mm diameter, which
re glued into the frame.

Plates of 1.2-mm thick with slits for air supplying to cathodes
erform mechanical compression and current collection from the
athodes. An open-to-closed portion ratio of the active cathode sur-
ace is 3:2. The material of these plates is titanium. The plates are
ompressed by means of screws. An overall size of external titanic
lates and external gas-diffusion layers is 58 mm × 24 mm. This size

s defined by both the general PS design and the term of mechan-
cal compression, which is necessary to reduce the contact losses.
he length-to-width ratio is larger, the distance from any point of
ctive surface to nearest screw is smaller, so the mechanical pres-
ure in this point is larger. Due to the choice of such FC shape,
hickness and material of external plates, we were succeeded in
efusing massive end plates. Plates of 0.8-mm thick with slits for
ydrogen supplying to an anode perform current collection from
Fig. 3. Structural diagram of a two-cell free-breathing FC stack.
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Fig. 5. Typical curves describing the FC power density change in time during long-
term experiment for MEAs having different water contents. Curve (1) is power
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An active cell surface area is 6.24 cm2, i.e. a stack consisting of
wo FCs has an active surface of 12.5 cm2 while the PS consisting of
wo two-cell stacks has an active surface of 25 cm2. A stack thick-
ess from one external titanic plate to another in the compressed
tate is 6.8 mm. A distance from screw heads to nuts is 11.4 mm.
weight of such stack is 25 g. All cells are connected in series for

utput voltage increase.

. Experimental

.1. FC test procedure

Experiments were carried out on single cell of the two-cell stack
o avoid influence of one element upon another when they are
onnected in series. Hydrogen was supplied to the FC from an elec-
rolyzer at a constant pressure of 1.5 atm. Stationary values of power
ensity at constant external load and current–voltage curves were
hosen to compare FC operation under different ambient condi-
ions.

We distinguish three current density ranges: small current den-
ity, <200 mA cm−2; medium current density, 200–500 mA cm−2;
nd large current density, >500 mA cm−2. When developing the PS
rototype, we aspired to obtain maximum values of power density
t rather high voltages on the FC to provide an acceptable efficiency
>40%) of the FC which, as everybody knows, is directly proportional
o its voltage [22]. The large current density region, >500 mA cm−2,
oes not satisfy this condition because our FC in this case operates

n the region of great diffusion losses, so the FC efficiency is accord-
ngly low, smaller than 20% (Fig. 4). Therefore, all experiments were
arried out within the region where the current densities were
250 mA cm−2.

The assumed FC operating mode in PS represents periodic starts
or a time up to 1 h and “a rest” between these starts. To simulate
his mode, each measurement cycle was continued not less than
0 min. During this time, the cell was achieving its stationary power
alue. For all this time, the FC current and voltage values were mea-
ured continuously and served to trace a power density change in

ime. Fig. 5 shows the power density in long-term free-breathing

ode experiment for MEAs after different treatment. Curve (1) is
or MEA “as delivered” (without any preliminary treatment) within
he small current density region; curves (2) and (3) are for MEAs

Fig. 4. Typical efficiency and power density values for free-breathing FCs.
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ensity change in time of FC with MEA as delivered in small current density region;
urves (2) and (3) are power density changes of the FC with MEA treated according
o a special technique in the sulfuric acid solution within the small and medium
urrent density regions, respectively.

reated according to a special technique in the sulfuric acid solution
ithin the small and medium current density regions, respectively.

n the presented case, curves (2) and (3) only show a level of char-
cteristics achieved in our FCs after special treatment of MEAs and
ave no relation to results below.

In the end of each experiment, there was measurement of
urrent–voltage characteristic whose graphs will be considered
n Section 4. The FC current–voltage characteristics were deter-

ined in the direction of current density increase. Points on the
urrent–voltage curves were read at a delay of 10 s. After that
xperiment was finished and the cell had “a rest” for at least an
our.

Experiments on FCs was carried out in three modes (cathodes
ere oriented vertically in all modes):

1. “Natural Convection in Unlimited Volume (NCUV)”—Cathodes
are under unlimited volume conditions, i.e. have direct access
to surrounding air, without the forced air blow.

. “Natural Convection in the Cathode Gap (NCCG)”—When cath-
odes are covered by a plate, with the gap of 2.5 mm between
cathode and plate to supply air. Consumption of air by the cell
still occurs due to natural convection.

. “Forced Convection in the Cathode Gap (FCCG)”—Differs from the
previous in that in this case air is fed to the cathodes by forced
convection in addition to natural due to fan blowing in cathode
gap.

Further, the FC electric characteristics were determined on the
ame FC within the same current region depending on the speed
f cathode purging. The two-cell stack was located in the special
ase during the experiments. The case has been intended to pro-
ide passage of all air blown into the case directly under the cathode
urface in the gap of 2.5 mm in height, 52 mm in length and 12-
m wide (Fig. 6). Air was fed into the case from hydrogen unions’

ide, passed above cathode surface throughout its length and went

ut of the electric contacts side. The stack was arranged in a hor-
zontal plane, wherein the face side of the studied cathode has
een turned upwards. To provide quantitative check of the speed
f cathode purging, environment air was supplied into the case by
eans of micro-compressor, which provided a higher pressure than
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Table 2
Stationary power densities of single FC for NCUV, NCCG and FCCG modes.

Mode I (mA cm−2) P (mW cm−2)

NCUV 135 83
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Fig. 6. Gap structure.

fan at an inlet of the gas path. The pressure produced by fan was
nsufficient for effective purging the test air–gas system.

The supply rate was established by a throttling device and mea-
ured by means of a flow sensor. Air humidity and temperature
ere measured at the gap inlet and outlet. In each experiment the

peed of cathode purging was maintained constant.

.2. Joint WAHMG + FC test procedure

Conditions of separate tests of WAHMG and FC operating do not
orrespond to conditions of their joint operation because hydrogen
onsumption in the FC under conditions of separate tests occurs
rrespective of its production in WAHMG.

The purpose of experiments described below was to deter-
ine the total electric energy produced per water–aluminum

artridge and to study basic functional system parameters (work-
ng pressures, hydrogen production and consumption rate, FC
urrent–voltage characteristics) during operation of a charger
odel.
In experiments of the joint WAHMG + FC operation FC battery

as directly connected to electronic load (without the DC/DC-
onverter), that allowed to determine a total voltage of two two-cell
C stacks in galvanostatic mode. A temperature of the WAHMG and
pressure in the gas path were determined by means of the lab-

ratory plant shown in Fig. 7. The fixed quantity of an aluminum
owder (from 0.5 g) together with water-conducting and water-
atching membranes were located in a special compartment, and
hen in the WAHMG case the water and aluminum parts were got
nto contact with each other. When the WAHMG was started, pro-
uction of hydrogen was fixed according to pressure increase in
he system and to occurrence of a voltage at the FCs. To remove air
rom the system and achieve an open circuit voltage (OCV), a quan-
ity of hydrogen was removed manually by means of faucet in the
ery beginning of experiment. Therefore, the first automatic purge
f the gas path was simulated.

After FC voltage had been reached the OCV, the electronic load

as started in the galvanostatic mode. If the pressure exceeded
atm during operation, the hydrogen system was purged to simu-

ate following mechanical purges of the electromagnetic valve. The
utput of hydrogen in case of purges was measured by a volumetric
ethod.

i

t
(
T

Fig. 7. Laboratory plant for jo
CCG 136 88
CCG 149 97

. Results and discussion

.1. FC operation under limited volume conditions

Stationary power densities of single FC for NCUV, NCCG and
CCG modes are presented in Table 2. The temperature of air in
xperiments was 26 ◦C, and the relative humidity was 38%. The
CUV mode, when two-element stack is under unlimited volume
onditions, is a basic mode for FC characteristics comparison in
ifferent conditions. It follows from Table 2 that transiting from
he NCUV mode to the NCCG mode has positive effect within the
mall current density region. We are of the opinion that this effect
s associated with some additional humidification of the initial

EA due to increasing of air humidity within a near-cathode space
n the NCCG mode as compared to the NCUV mode. Thus, nat-
ral convection was still sufficient to support the corresponding
tationary power density. This result is important for us, because
he operating mode of two-element FC stacks in micro-PS body
s the closest one to NCCG mode conditions. This result gives
he basis to believe that there is no necessity to develop PSs
ith a great surface area for the open access of air to the FCs,

nd also confirms rationality of the chosen design of two-cell
tacks.

Increase in the air blow due to creation of forced convection
hrough the gap at the cathode by means of the fan has led to fur-
her increase in the stationary power density (approximately, up to
00 mW cm−2).

FC operation improvement in the FCCG mode has caused the
rgency of carrying out the FC tests with various speeds of purging
he gap at the cathode in order to determine an optimum purging
peed and corresponding stationary power density.

The results of experiments with different speeds of cathode gap
urging, including free-breathing regime, are shown in Fig. 8(a
nd b). The results of experiments are shown in the form of
urrent–voltage curves and power curves. In those experiments FC
as loaded to a 0.7 �. A temperature of ambient air supplied into

he gap was Tin = 26 ◦C, and relative humidity RHin was within an
nterval of 37–40%.
Stationary current and voltage values at such resistance on
he current–voltage curves correspond to points having the fourth
from the left) value of the current density and encircled in Fig. 8(a).
he same relates to the power curves (Fig. 8(b)).

int WAHMG + FC tests.
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ig. 8. Current–voltage curves (a) and power curves (b) associated therewith
epending upon the speed of cathode gap purging as compared to the NCUV mode.
n interval between points is 10 s.

Table 3 shows stationary values of the current density and power
ensity depending on the speed of cathode gap purging as well as
he temperature and relative humidity at the output of the gap (Tout

nd RHout). It follows from the table that an optimum value of the
peed is 4.4 cm s−1 within the small current density region consid-

red by us. However this speed becomes obviously insufficient at
ransition to medium current values. It is seen from Fig. 8(a) that
hile the purging speed increases, current–voltage curves become
ore flat. It testifies to smaller diffusion losses in the FC at transition

i

able 3
tationary current and power density values depending on the rate of cathode gap purgin

dVair/dt) (cm s−1) Tin (◦C) RHin (%) Tout (◦C)

.7 26

37–40

38
.4 26 38
.7 26 37
1.1 26 35
ig. 9. Stationary power density values depending upon the speed of cathode gap
urging. Comparison with stationary power density value in the BF mode.

o the medium current density region. In turn, there is a signifi-
ant humidity loss from the gap at small current densities, because
f that the cell in this region operates worse. On the contrary, we
ave significant diffusion losses within the medium current density
egion at small purging speeds. Besides, the cell operates noticeably
etter in the small current density region (∼150 mA cm−2) within
he limited volume than in the NCUV mode because of humidify-
ng air in the gap due to water evaporation from the cathode. It
s possible to gain the benefit of up to several tens of mW cm−2

Fig. 9, Fig. 8(a)) when the speed of cathode gap purging is optimal.
rom one hand, the optimum purging speed provides the sufficient
ir quantity in the gap at the cathode, and from the other hand, it
aintains a high humidity of air in the gap, so it contributes to good

umidifying of the surface of electrodes and the membrane itself.
The effect of clear dependency of the FC power upon the speed

f purging its cathode without additional air humidification allows
ssumption that it would be expedient to mount a fan into our PS,
hile the rotation speed of said fan should depend upon current
hich in turn determines air consumption on the cathode.

.2. Joint WAHMG + FC operation

Fig. 10 shows results of typical experiment for joint WAHMG + FC
esting. The water–aluminum cartridge contained 0.9 g of Al and
ml of water, respectively. The battery of two two-cell free-
reathing FC stacks connected in series was directly connected
o the electronic load in the galvanostatic mode at a current of
A. The line (1) characterizes the total hydrogen consumption

30 ml min−1) in the two-cell stacks calculated on the basis of the
araday law. The hydrogen consumption rate is constant because
he current determined by the electronic load was constant during
xperiment. The hydrogen production rate was calculated accord-

ng to the equation:

dV

dt
= Vo

(
dP

dt

)(
1

Patm

)
+ k × I × n

g and the humidity of supplied air, obtained in experiments.

RHout (%) I (mA cm−2) P (mW cm−2)

99 144 93
99 155 101
88 143 92
72 128 75
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ig. 10. System parameters (hydrogen consumption and production rates (1) and
2), system pressure (3)) during joint WAHMG + FC operation.

here dV/dt (cm3 min−1) is the hydrogen production rate, Vo (cm3)
s the total volume of the gas system (WAHMG + hydrogen cham-
ers of two-cell FC stacks + connection tubes), dP/dt (atm min−1)

s the pressure change rate, Patm = 1 atm, k ≈ 7.5 (ml (min × A)−1) is
volume of hydrogen consumed by one FC per time unit at 1 A,

nd n is the number of FCs. Fig. 10 shows that the system pressure
rew (curve 3) when the hydrogen production rate (curve 2) was
ore than the hydrogen consumption rate (straight line 1), and vice

ersa.
As a result of oxidation of 0.9 g Al, the total output of hydrogen

n the experiment was 913 ml (78% of the theoretical value). At the
ame time, the battery transformed 840 ml of hydrogen (70% of the
heoretical value) into the electric power. 73 ml of hydrogen were

ost as a result of purges of the gas system during experiment. The
C battery operated for approximately 30 min at an average volt-
ge of 2.24 V (Fig. 11). Thus, the total electric energy produced per
ater–aluminum cartridge contained 0.9 g Al was 1.12 Wh. It cor-

esponds to energy density of 1.25 Wh g−1 (Al). This value depends

ig. 11. Change in total voltage of the battery consisting of two two-cell stacks during
oint WAHMG + FC tests.
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n the total output of hydrogen in WAHMG and hydrogen losses
ue to purges of the gas system.

. Conclusions

In the present article we described the prototype of the com-
act external 2 W PS based on “free-breathing” FCs and the
ater–aluminum hydrogen micro-generator.

During experiments with FCs, a number of aspects of their oper-
tion under various external conditions, these are in the NCUV,
CCG, and FCCG modes, were studied at various rates of cath-
de gap purging. By comparison of the NCUV and NCCG modes
t has been established that FC characteristics are better in the
CCG mode (operating conditions of two-cell FC stacks in PS
ody closely approach NCCG mode conditions) than in the NCUV
ode. This result confirms possibility of free-breathing FC stack

ccommodation in the compact charger case. It was determined
n consideration of the FC operation in the FCCG mode at various
peeds of FC cathode gap purging that there is an optimum purg-
ng speed at which the FC has maximum characteristics. In turn it
hows the need to use a micro-fan in PS.

In process of joint WAHMG + FC testing, the value of electrical
nergy produced per gram of Al in the micro-PS was determined,
nd the behavior of basic functional system parameters during
peration of the charger model was studied as well.
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